INTRODUCTION {#S1}
============

Epithelial tumors initiate when cells deregulate the physiologic mechanisms that limit cell proliferation or induce cell death. The study of tumor cells in two-dimensional (2D) culture has revealed an understanding of genetic and epigenetic alterations that can initiate or contribute to cancer cell proliferation and other tumorigenic phenotypes ([@R22], [@R23]). It has become clear, however, that tumor cells significantly impact the local tumor microenvironment, causing an expansion and activation of stromal cell types. In turn, stromal cells then generate a feedback loop, providing tumor cells with signals that contribute to oncogenic phenotypes, including proliferation, migration, and drug resistance ([@R21]; [@R51]; [@R56]). Distinct microenvironments between or within tumors can also contribute to inter- and intratumoral phenotypic heterogeneity and differential drug response ([@R38]; [@R49]; [@R52]). Currently, standard *in vitro* tumor models lack cellular and spatial complexity, providing an overly simplistic view of tumor biology, which may contribute to the high attrition rate of candidate compounds in clinical trials ([@R25]). To understand the mechanisms underlying these complex tumor-stroma interactions, as well as their impact on tumorigenic phenotypes, it has become clear that improved multicellular *in vitro* models are needed.

The field of tissue engineering, including the use of three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting to generate complex tissues, has seen rapid advances in recent years toward modeling both normal tissues and disease states ([@R31]; [@R36]; [@R37]; [@R48]; [@R50]; [@R64]; [@R68]). 3D bioprinting allows for the generation of tissues that incorporate a variety of cell types in a complex and defined spatial architecture. Here, we tested whether 3D bioprinting could be used to generate multicellular, architecturally defined, scaffold-free tissue models of human tumors. We used Organovo's Novogen MMX Bioprinter Platform to print structures composed of a cancer cell core surrounded by several stromal cell types. We found that within these tissues, the cancer cells are exposed to signals from multiple cell types and that as the tissues matured, cells deposited extracellular matrix (ECM) and self-organized. We show that this system is compatible with the inclusion of diverse stromal and tumor cell types, including primary patient and patient-derived tumor tissues. Importantly, we assess a variety of tumorigenic phenotypes, including cell signaling, proliferation, ECM deposition, and cellular migration within these tissues in response to extrinsic signals or therapies. Together, we demonstrate a robust and manipulable in vitro model of human tumors that can be used to interrogate tumorigenic phenotypes in the context of complex tumor-stroma interactions.

RESULTS {#S2}
=======

3D Bioprinting Allows for Generation of Tumor Models That Include Multiple Cell Types in a Defined Spatial Architecture {#S3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because the stroma plays a profound role in tumorigenic phenotypes, we sought to develop a robust *in vitro* model that incorporates both tumor and stromal cell types in a defined architecture and could be used to assess multiple tumorigenic phenotypes. To this end, we used Organovo's Novogen MMX Bioprinter Platform, which through continuous deposition technology deposits "bioink" (cells and/or cell-laden biomaterials) in a spatially defined architecture to build complex tissues ([@R33]; [@R45]). We designed a tumor tissue model similar to solid tumor architecture in which a core tumor cell bioink was surrounded on all sides by a normal stromal cell bioink ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The bioink in each case included tunable hydrogels that were thermally and/or chemically modified to provide tensile strength and rigidity during tissue fabrication, but then they were removed during subsequent culture, leaving a purely cellular structure. These bioprinted tissues measured approximately 2 mm × 2 mm × 1 mm ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), could be rapidly and reproducibly printed onto transwell membranes, and could be cultured in standard tissue culture conditions ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with our bioprint design, 24 h after printing when the hydrogel is still present, cancer cells were constrained to the central core of the tissue ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

To begin modeling breast tumors, we bioprinted tumor tissue containing the estrogen receptor (ER)-positive MCF-7 cell line, primary human mammary fibroblasts (HMFs), and human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs). Structures were fixed on days 7 and 10 post-print, and H&E staining was performed on formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) sections. Structures showed tissue-like cellular density and close interaction of epithelial and stromal cell types ([Figure 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The MCF7 cancer cells within these tissues were predominately found in the center of the structure and surrounded by stroma, similar to the original scripted spatial organization ([Figures 1E-1G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Masson's trichrome staining showed the presence of collagen fibers predominantly in the stromal compartment, with increased staining at day 10 versus day 7, indicating that the cells within the tissues are depositing their own ECM and maturing over time ([Figure 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Immunofluorescence staining confirmed close interaction between epithelial cancer cells (Cytokeratin 8/18 \[KRT8/18\] positive) and stromal fibroblasts (vimentin \[VIM\] positive) ([Figure 1G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, endothelial cells within the bioprinted tissues, visualized with a CD31 (PECAM1) antibody, self-organized into capillary-like networks ([Figure 1G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To determine if endothelial cells were capable of forming complex contiguous networks, we used the CLARITY technique along with light-sheet microscopy ([@R11]) to visualize endothelial cells throughout the bioprinted tumor tissue. Endothelial cells (CD31+) formed intact networks with multiple branch points that traversed across the tissue ([Figure 1H](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, we subcutaneously implanted day 10 tissues containing MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells into immunocompromised mice and found that cancer cells within bioprinted tissues retained their tumorigenic properties and grew as xenografts ([Figure S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, these data show that bioprinted epithelial and stromal cell types are able to survive, self-organize, and interact with one another to form tissue-like structures.

Bioprinted Tissues Can Model Distinct Tumor Cell Subtypes {#S4}
---------------------------------------------------------

Tumor cell heterogeneity can result from differences in cell intrinsic (e.g., genetic) or extrinsic (e.g., microenvironmental) signals received by tumor cells, and such heterogeneity has been shown to affect tumorigenic phenotypes, such as growth, metastatic capacity, and/or therapeutic response ([@R9]; [@R8]; [@R38]; [@R53]). To determine if bioprinted tissues could be broadly applied to study tumor heterogeneity, we first tested whether they could model multiple human breast cancer subtypes ([@R54]; [@R62]). We bioprinted breast cancer cell lines from distinct subtypes, including luminal (MCF-7), HER2 amplified (SKBR3), basal-like (HCC1143), and claudin low (MDA-MB-231), all of which were able to form healthy tissues ([Figures 2A-2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To track the growth of the cancer populations over time, we infected each cell line with a lentivirus encoding firefly luciferase and added D-luciferin substrate to the tissues at days 4, 7, and 10 to quantify luminescence for each of the breast cancer subtypes. We found that MCF-7, SKBR3, and HCC1143 cell lines displayed modest or no increase in cell number over this time course ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the MDA-MB-231 cell line grew rapidly, significantly increasing luciferase readout by about 7-fold on day 10 compared to day 4 ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To confirm this result, we also performed Ki67 staining of tissues on days 4, 7, and 10 and quantified the percentage of proliferating cancer cells (Ki67 and KRT8/18 double-positive cells; see [Data S1](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) for each subtype (Figures [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [S2A, and S2B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consistent with the luciferase data, we found that MDA-MB-231 cells had a significant increase in the percentage of Ki67-positive cancer cells at both days 7 and 10. Similar results were seen in independent experiments analyzed only at day 10 ([Figure S2B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The fibroblasts within bioprinted tissues displayed much lower proliferation than the cancer cells ([Figure S2C](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, we compared the Ki67 staining in the bioprinted tissue to that of the cancer cells growing in traditional 2D culture and found that, in contrast to bioprinted tissues, cell lines grown in 2D displayed much higher Ki67 positivity ([Figure 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; see [Table S1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for quantification scripts). Together, these data suggest that the proliferative capacity of cancer cell lines is altered in the context of the complex microenvironment within bioprinted tissues.

Within bioprinted tissues containing MDA-MB-231 cells, which have been shown to be highly invasive and metastatic *in vivo* ([@R10]; [@R40]; [@R41]), the cancer cells that were printed into the central pocket were found to rapidly migrate into and disperse among the stromal cells. To quantify this dispersal, we stained bioprinted tissues from all four breast cancer lines printed on the same day with KRT8/18 and VIM. Image analysis (see [Data S2](#SD5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was performed to calculate a cancer cell closeness centrality score (CCS) ([@R24]; [@R34]; [@R47]; [@R59]), where high numbers indicate close proximity of cancer cells to each other and low numbers indicate migration and dispersal throughout the tissue ([Figure S3A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We found SKBR3 cells to have the highest CCS of the four lines as they retain a strict central location within the tissues, whereas MDA-MB-231 cells have the lowest CCS score, consistent with these cells migrating away from the center of the tissues ([Figure 2G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to analyzing the proliferation and migration of the cancer cells, we also analyzed collagen deposition by trichrome staining (see [Table S2](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and endothelial network formation by CD31+ staining in the printed tissues from each subtype ([Figures S3B and S3C](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). MDA-MB-231-containing tissues had significantly less collagen deposition compared to the other breast cancer tissues ([Figure 2H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), but no significant differences were found in the endothelial network formation ([Figure S3D](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, these data indicate that bioprinted tissues can be used to evaluate interactions between cancer cell and the tumor microenvironment and provide a platform for analyzing the invasive phenotypes of cancer cells.

Distinct Microenvironments Can Be Modeled in Bioprinted Tissues {#S5}
---------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the ability of bioprinted tissues to model different types of stromal microenvironments, we incorporated into the stromal mix additional cell types that have been shown to be present in human breast tumors and that affect tumor phenotypes. The interaction of breast cancer cells with adipocytes has been shown to result in more invasive phenotypes and drug resistance ([@R15]). Therefore, we incorporated primary human subcutaneous preadipocytes (SPA) into the tissue stromal compartment along with HMFs and HUVECs and then matured the SPA cells by using well-characterized differentiation factors in the culture medium ([@R19]). Adipocyte maturation was verified by staining cryosections of bioprinted tissues with Oil Red O. Lipid droplets were found throughout the stromal compartment of the tissue ([Figure S4A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To quantify adipocyte maturation, conditioned medium collected daily from bioprinted tumor tissues was assessed for leptin, a hormone secreted by adipocytes. Leptin levels rose steadily over 10 days in culture, reaching approximately 600 pg leptin/mL in the culture medium at day 10 ([Figure S4B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These studies demonstrate that additional tissue-relevant cell types can be included in the stromal microenvironment by the incorporation of stem-like precursor cells that can be then differentiated during the culture of bioprinted tissues.

In addition to cell types present in normal breast tissue, cells from the bone marrow can infiltrate into breast tumors and affect tumor growth and progression. One such cell type, bone-marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), has been shown to secrete chemokines, cytokines, growth factors, and ECM proteins that drive increased proliferation and migration of tumor cells and help to establish a metastatic niche ([@R16]; [@R28]; [@R61]; [@R70]). To determine if our system is compatible with the inclusion of MSCs, we mixed primary human bone-marrow-derived MSCs into the stromal cell mix with HMFs and HUVECs. Tissues that included MSCs were healthy and displayed similar histologic appearance to the basic breast cancer prints (Figures [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [S4C](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Immunofluorescence analysis of these tissues at day 10 showed that both tissues contained a central cancer pocket ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Using luminescence readings over time, we found that +MSC structures had increased cancer cell numbers at day 4; however, by day 10 there was no significant difference between conditions ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with these results, there was no significant difference in the percent of Ki67-positive cells, either epithelial (KRT8/18+) or stromal (VIM+), between these tissues at days 4, 7, and 10 (Figures [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [S4D](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). An analysis of cell migration in these tissues also revealed no significant change in the CCS in the presence of MSCs ([Figure S4E](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We next assessed the ECM deposition with trichrome staining and found that although trichrome staining increases over time in tissues printed with and without MSCs, there was a significant increase in the deposition of collagen in bioprinted tissues containing MSCs at each time point, indicative of a more reactive and desmoplastic tumor microenvironment (Figures [3E and 3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with these results, MSC-containing structures had increased expression of *COL1A1* and *COL1A2* but not *COL4A1* mRNA ([Figure 3G](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). To determine whether the collagen present was matured into fibrils, we performed second harmonic generation (SHG) imaging and found that bioprinted tissues containing MSCs had increased mature collagen ([Figure 3H](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results are consistent with literature showing that MSCs contribute to a reactive, ECM-rich tumor microenvironment and indicate that bioprinted tissues can be used to model such phenotypes in heterotypic tumor tissue.

Bioprinted Tumor Tissue Can Be Use to Assess Therapeutic Efficacy {#S6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate whether culturing cells in 3D bioprinted tissues would affect sensitivity to chemotherapy compounds, 3D tissues printed with HMF, HUVEC, SPA, and MCF-7 cells or 2D co-cultures of the same four cell types were dosed daily for 3 days and assessed for metabolic activity by the CellTiter Glo ATP utilization assay. Upon doxorubicin treatment, the 3D tissues exhibited an LD~50~ value of 0.66 μM, as compared to 0.032 μM for 2D co-cultured cells ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Because the 2D co-culture contained the same cell types at the same ratio in close proximity, the 20-fold increase in resistance in 3D is likely not due to simple paracrine signaling but may instead reflect the impact of ECM and/or cancer cell organization in the 3D tissues. Although paclitaxel was not fully efficacious in either 2D co-culture or 3D bioprinted tissues, the maximum efficacy in the 2D co-cultures was achieved with doses as low as 10 nM, whereas paclitaxel exhibited little to no toxicity on 3D tissues until doses reached 50 μM ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

To test the use of targeted therapies on cancer cells within bioprinted tissue, we bioprinted tissues containing HCC1143 cells and treated the tissues daily starting at day 4 with or without BEZ235, a phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitor. BEZ235 treatment was found to significantly reduce the phosphorylation of the S6 ribosomal protein, a readout of mTOR activity, throughout the tissues in both cancer and stromal cells (Figures [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [S5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We quantified Ki67 staining in the HCC1143-containing bioprinted tissues treated with and without BEZ235 and found that despite decreased phospho-S6 ribosomal protein (pS6), there was no significant decrease in the percent of Ki67-positive cancer cells ([Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). To determine if this lack of therapeutic response in 3D was due to the presence of paracrine signals from fibroblasts, we grew HCC1143 cells in 2D culture with increasing concentrations of HMF-conditioned medium and then treated with either vehicle or BEZ235. In normal growth conditions (no conditioned medium), BEZ235 reduced the number of Ki67-positive cells by \~50% ([Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The efficacy of BEZ235 treatment was significantly reduced with the addition of fibroblast-conditioned medium ([Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that paracrine factors from these cells contribute to BEZ235 therapeutic resistance in bioprinted tissues.

Bioprinted tissue contains multiple cell types, suggesting that this model would also allow for the analysis of therapeutics targeting stromal cells. Because the endothelial cells in these tissues organize into vascular-like networks, we treated bioprinted tissues with Sunitinib, a multi-targeted receptor, tyrosine kinase, used to reduce angiogenesis through vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR) inhibition in tumors. We bioprinted tissues containing different breast cancer cell lines as in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and treated these tissues with or without Sunitinib. Sunitinib dramatically reduced the endothelial cell networks within these tissues (Figures [4E and 4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Aguilera et. al. demonstrated that anti-VEGF therapy can promote tumor aggressiveness at least in part through increasing collagen deposition ([@R2]). To determine if Sunitinib treatment increased collagen deposition, we analyzed MDA-MB-231 bioprinted tissues, which contain relatively low basal levels of collagen (see Figures [2B and 2H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Following Sunitinib treatment, MDA-MB-231 tissues displayed a dramatic increase in trichrome staining ([Figure 4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, a significant increase in collagen deposition was also observed in *in vivo* orthotopic xenografts of MDA-MB-231 cells treated with Sunitinib ([Figure 4H](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results support the use of bioprinted tissues to simultaneously interrogate the impact of therapeutic compounds on both cancer and stromal compartments and suggest that bioprinted tissues can recapitulate *in vivo* phenotypes.

3D Bioprinting Can Model Additional Tumor Types, Including Pancreatic Cancer {#S7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

During pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDA) progression there is a large expansion of the tumor microenvironment, which can ultimately comprise up to 90% of the tumor mass and significantly contribute to progression and therapeutic resistance ([@R42]). The growth of pancreatic cancer cells in 2D culture lacks the complex cellular interactions necessary to model this aggressive disease; therefore, there is a critical unmet need for more appropriate laboratory models of PDA. We examined whether the growth of pancreatic cancer cells in bioprinted tissue could recapitulate aspects of human pancreatic tumors. Primary patient tissue was obtained from the Oregon Pancreas Tissue Registry (OPTR), and OPTR3099C, a human pancreatic cancer cell line generated from patient-derived xenograft (PDX) tumor tissue, was printed in a stromal mixture of HUVECs and normal human primary pancreatic stellate cells (PSCs), fibroblast-like cells that are thought to be responsible for the dense desmoplastic reaction found in PDA patients ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to the bioprinted breast cancer tissue, these low-passage PDA cells formed tissues with cancer cells (KRT8/18+) in a central location surrounded by an extensive network of HUVECs (CD31+) and PSCs (VIM+). At the cancer-stroma border, isolated stromal cells were found within the cancer region ([Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, arrows), and, similarly, cancer cells could be seen forming intimate connections with endothelial cells in the stromal region ([Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, arrow heads and inset). Cancer cells within these tissues maintained proliferative capacity (Ki67+) (Figures [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [S6A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Implantation of PDA bioprinted tissues containing a human pancreatic cancer cell line, HPAFII, into NSG mice led to robust tumor formation *in vivo* ([Figures S6B and S6C](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Activation of PSCs occurs in response to injury, inflammation, or tumorigenesis, leading to increased proliferation and deposition of ECM by these cells ([@R60]). We found that bioprinted PSCs express alpha-smooth muscle actin (aSMA), a marker of activation, and exhibit dense directionality, as seen in desmoplastic tumors ([Figure 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, these tissues contained mature collagen fibrils, as detected by SHG imaging ([Figure 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Together these data suggest that, similar to patient tumors, PDA cells grown in bioprinted tissue are exposed to a dense, activated stroma.

To assess treatment efficacy in the PDA bioprinted tissues, we bioprinted HPAFII cells expressing firefly luciferase into a stromal bioink of PSCs and HUVECs and treated with gemcitabine, a standard of care chemotherapy. HPAFII cells belong to the classical subtype of PDA, which has been reported to have improved patient outcomes ([@R5]; [@R12]). These tissues were treated on day 4 with gemcitabine at a final concentration of 0, 10, or 50 μM. Luminescence was measured on day 10. In both the immunofluorescence ([Figure 5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and the luminescence reading ([Figure 5G](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), we observed a dose-dependent response of cancer cell death with gemcitabine treatment.

Bioprinted Tumors Display Both Cancer and Stromal Cell Responses to Extrinsic Signals {#S8}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given that signaling within the tumor microenvironment can impact stromal and cancer cell phenotypes in human tumors, we wanted to examine cellular responses within bioprinted tissues to extrinsic signals known to alter tumor phenotypes *in vivo*. We treated bioprinted pancreatic cancer tissues with transforming growth factor β (TGFβ), a well-studied cytokine that activates PSCs, thereby inducing proliferation ([@R3]; [@R27]). We found that TGFb treatment increased the cellular density of the tissue, which was consistent with a role for TGFβ in activation and subsequent increased proliferation of pancreatic stellate cells (Figures [6A and 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to PSC activation, TGFβ can affect tumor cell intrinsic migratory capacity ([@R39]). An assessment of the untreated tissues revealed that the majority of tumor cells remained within the central region, consistent with the well-differentiated nature of HPAFII PDA cells. In contrast, tissues treated with TGFβ had a disrupted border and a significant percentage of HPAFII cancer cells had migrated into the surrounding stroma (Figures [6C and 6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

Bioprinted Tissues Generated from Primary Patient Tumors Recapitulate *In Vivo* Morphology {#S9}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After finding that established and patient-derived PDA cell lines survive and proliferate when printed into a base pancreatic stromal mix composed of HUVECs and PSCs ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), we next sought to determine whether we could print primary patient tissue for analysis of downstream endpoints, such as morphology and therapeutic response. Primary de-identified tumor tissue was obtained through the OPTR and was used to generate bioprinted tissue and/or PDX tumor tissue (see [STAR Methods](#S11){ref-type="sec"}). Tumor tissue from patient OPTR4086 was enzymatically disassociated and bioprinted as the cancer cell bioink surrounded by the stromal bioink mixture of HUVECs and PSCs. Bioprinted tissues were harvested after 6--10 days of culture. Bioprinted cytokeratin-expressing cancer cells maintained higher order structure, with some regions displaying a cuboidal organization surrounding a lumen ([Figure 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). This morphology was similar to structures found in the primary patient tissue and PDX tumor tissue of this patient (Figures [7B and 7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, cells of the primary bioprinted tissue maintained E-cadherin+ cell-cell junctions and proliferative capacity, as determined by Ki67+ staining ([Figure 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

The expansion of human tissue by using PDXs provides a renewable resource of human cancer cells that lack the cellular adaptation that occurs during growth on plastic. It has been shown in several tumor types that PDX tumors often are histologically and phenotypically similar to the primary tissue ([@R14]), but these models are expensive and lack human stromal cells. To determine if we could use patient-derived cells from PDX models as the cancer bioink in bioprinted tissues and whether the bioprinted tissues that contain human stromal cells would display similar morphology and architecture to the *in vivo* tumors, we disassociated whole PDX tumors and printed the cell mixture into the base pancreatic stromal mix of HUVECs and PSCs. The resulting bioprinted PDX tissues maintained a similar morphology not only to the PDX tumor but also to the matching primary patient tumor ([Figure 7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the 3D orientation of cells in bioprinted tissue allows for spatial organization similar to that of *in vivo* tissues. Within the bioprinted tissues, the majority of fibroblasts within the stromal compartment are human pancreatic stellate cells, as determined by positive expression for the human marker KU80 ([Figure S7A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, a minority population of VIM-positive and KU80-negative fibroblasts exists, suggesting that a small population of cancer-associated fibroblasts originating from the mouse host do survive throughout culture of bioprinted tissues ([Figure S7A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, the cancer cells were able to recapitulate signaling heterogeneity, as observed with pS6 staining, a readout of mTOR signaling, across primary, PDX, and disassociated PDX bioprinted tissues (Figures [7F](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [S7B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Stromal cells within bioprinted tissues exhibited low pS6 staining near the cancer core and high pS6 staining near the tissue edge, likely due to the availability of nutrients in the culture medium. In contrast, cancer cells (KRT8/18+) at the core of the bioprinted tissues exhibited heterogeneous pS6 staining, similar to that seen in patient and PDX tumors ([Figure 7F](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [S7B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which is consistent with the mTOR pathway being aberrantly activated in a large percentage of pancreatic cancer patients ([@R6]). To determine the levels of proliferation, we analyzed Ki67-positive cells in bioprinted tissues containing disassociated PDX tissue and compared this to the matching *in vivo* PDX or primary patient tumor tissue. Consistent with our results in breast cancer cell lines (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), cancer cells within the bioprinted tissues had proliferation rates comparable to both the PDX and primary patient tissue ([Figure 7G](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, in contrast to HPAFII-containing bioprinted tissues, which showed a reduction in viability at 10 μM gemcitabine (see [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), we detected large numbers of cancer cells even at high concentrations of gemcitabine (100 μM, double the peak plasma concentration \[[@R1]\]) in the bioprinted tissues generated from disassociated PDX tissue ([Figures 7H-7J](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [S7C](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that bioprinted tissue could represent a test platform for therapeutic sensitivity.

DISCUSSION {#S10}
==========

Accurate models of human tumors are needed to understand how complex tumor-stromal interactions contribute to tumor growth, progression, and therapeutic response. Genetically engineered mouse models and xenografts of cancer cells into immunocompromised mice have allowed for the study of tumors in the presence of a tumor microenvironment, but these models are costly, time consuming, do not include human stroma, and can be difficult to manipulate. Several advances have been made to *in vitro* culturing methods in attempts to better recapitulate the complex *in vivo* tumor microenvironment ([@R26]; [@R29]; [@R35]; [@R49]). Scaffold-based models, such as collagen or Matrigel, or scaffold-free heterotypic co-culture models, including multicellular tumor spheroids, allow for the integration of additional cell types into 3D culture. Compared to growth in 2D systems, cancer cells grown in these 3D environments have been shown to have significantly altered gene expression profiles and tumorigenic phenotypes, including proliferation and drug response, highlighting the importance of these cellular interactions to oncogenesis. ([@R18]; [@R63]; [@R65]).

3D bioprinting has been used in a variety of approaches in an attempt to generate cancer models with a spatially defined architecture ([@R20]; [@R67]; [@R66]; [@R69]). Although these bioprinting approaches have advanced our knowledge of cellular behavior within a 3D system, most of these systems do not generate purely cellular models that are large scale (over 500 μm) with tissue-like organization. We tested whether 3D bioprinting could be used to create relatively large, complex, heterotypic, spatially defined, and purely cellular tumor tissue that incorporates both cancer and stromal cell types in a defined spatial orientation. We demonstrate that bioprinted tissues can be reproducibly generated using multiple cell types relevant to *in vivo* cancer biology. Similar to *in vivo* tumors, cancer cells within bioprinted tissues are surrounded by a microenvironment containing multiple stromal cell types, which allows for dynamic cell-cell interactions over time. During maturation of the bioprinted tissues, we observed phenotypic alterations in the stromal compartment, including ECM deposition, organization of endothelial cells into extensive networks, and directionality of stromal cells similar to the "rivers" of stroma seen in desmoplastic tumors, thereby recapitulating several characteristics of an *in vivo* tumor microenvironment.

The tumor microenvironment in 3D bioprinted tissues can be directly manipulated with the addition of multiple relevant stromal cell types, including adipocytes that secreted factors, such as leptin, into the microenvironment, or MSCs that increased collagen deposition and maturation within the tissues. Additional stromal cell types, such as immune cells or cell types found in metastatic microenvironments, for example, could be used in future studies. Modeling cancer in a controlled system with matched stromal cell composition allows for mechanistic investigations of subtype-specific tumor-stromal crosstalk that influences tumor phenotypes, such as ECM deposition. We found that different types of cancer cells vary in their ability to influence the surrounding stroma, as observed by a decrease in trichrome staining in tissues that included MDA-MB-231 cells compared to other breast cancer subtype cell lines. This line has previously been shown to be highly metastatic and, as such, expresses high levels of MMPs that degrade collagens ([@R4]). In addition, the ability of endothelial cells to self-organize within bioprinted tumor tissues provides a platform to study not only the interactions between the endothelial and tumor cells but also the spatial organization of vascular networks within the tumor microenvironment and perturbagens that disrupt this organization. Consistent with *in vivo* studies, treatment of bioprinted tissues with the anti-VEGFR therapeutic agent Sunitinib significantly reduced endothelial networks and increased collagen deposition ([@R2]). These results support the use of bioprinted tissues to interrogate the effect of therapeutics on stromal phenotypes.

Due to the cellular complexity and *in-vivo*-like tissue architecture, bioprinted tissues can be used to assess the effect of a complex microenvironment on cancer cell proliferative capacity. In contrast to cells grown in 2D culture, we generally observed only a small percentage of Ki67-positive cancer cells in bioprinted tissue. Importantly, the proliferation rates observed in bioprinted tissues are similar to those seen in breast cancer patients (average of 10%--30%), indicating that these tissues may more accurately model *in vivo* therapeutic response, as non-dividing cells are often more resistant to therapies ([@R46]). Indeed, we found that the chemotherapies doxorubicin and paclitaxel were less effective in these 3D tissues than in 2D culture. In addition, we found that MDA-MB-231 cells grew rapidly within printed tissues, whereas MCF-7, SKBR3, and HCC1143 cell lines had modest, low growth during the 10-day time course, despite all having relatively high proliferation in 2D culture.

To further interrogate therapeutic response in heterotypic tissues, we tested the use of the targeted PI3K/mTOR inhibitor BEZ235 on HCC1143 bioprinted tissues and showed on-target effects with decreased pS6 staining in both stromal and cancer cells following treatment. Although BEZ235 was able to effectively shut down target signaling, PI3K/mTOR inhibition did not alter proliferation rates within bioprinted tissues. Together with the result that fibroblast-conditioned medium partially abrogated the effects of BEZ235 in 2D culture, these results suggest that secreted factors derived from fibroblasts provide resistance to mTOR inhibition and that such resistance phenotypes can be modeled in bioprinted tissues. In our HPAFII bioprinted tissues, we observed a dose response to gemcitabine treatment but did not completely eliminate the cancer population even at high therapeutic doses. In comparison, using PDA PDX bioprinted tissue, we observed substantial resistance to gemcitabine. Together, these results suggest that bioprinted tissues could be used for studies of drug response and analysis of cytostatic versus cytotoxic effects of therapeutics.

The spatial orientation of cells within the bioprinted tissues allows for the investigation of tumorigenic phenotypes, such as cell migration, as well as an analysis of spatial heterogeneity. We observed increased proliferation and invasion of the MDA-MB-231 cells in bioprinted tissue compared to tissues printed with MCF7, SKBR3, and HCC1143 cell lines. This result is consistent with this cell line having aggressive and invasive growth characteristics, as evidenced in multiple other *in vitro* and *in vivo* systems ([@R10]; [@R40]; [@R41]). To assess whether 3D bioprinted tissues can model extrinsic signal-induced invasion into a 3D space, we treated bioprinted tissue containing HPAFII pancreatic cancer cells, which normally maintain a defined central location throughout the time course of growth, with TGFβ, a factor that regulates stellate cell activation, proliferation, and migration ([@R3]; [@R27]; [@R39]). The addition of TGFβ disrupted the tumor-stromal border, increasing the migration of pancreatic cancer cells, and increased the stromal density. Future studies will dissect the relative contribution of cancer cell-intrinsic or cell-extrinsic effects contributing to the migratory phenotypes. Due to the relatively large size and defined architecture of these bioprinted tissues, the ability of cancer cells to migrate hundreds of microns to the structure edge can be evaluated, providing a manipulable model system to detect tumor invasion through mature tissue and to investigate the reciprocal molecular mechanisms underlying this phenotype.

Finally, we demonstrate that bioprinting allows for modeling of primary patient or patient-derived tissue in a complex microenvironment. We show that bioprinted tissues generated with disassociated PDX tumors have proliferation rates that are comparable to the corresponding PDX tumor and patient tumor and that these rates are low compared to most lines grown in 2D culture. This, along with other aspects of the 3D and heterotypic microenvironment, suggests that cancer cells grown in bioprinted tissues may more accurately model *in vivo* phenotypes and, therefore, may more accurately model therapeutic response. In the future, bioprinted tissues containing cells from patient tumors with known clinical therapeutic response could be used to evaluate a prognostic use of bioprinted tumor tissue. Additionally, the ability to independently alter the cancer and stromal cell composition of bioprinted tissues will allow for the inclusion of patient-matched stromal cell types. We showed in the PDX bioprints that only a small proportion of the stromal cells in the print on day 7 are of mouse origin. Going forward, however, it will be possible to sort the cancer cells and print them with a pure population of either naive or tumor-educated human stroma. Together, these results demonstrate that bioprinted tissues provide a complex model system to interrogate both intrinsic and extrinsic signals from diverse cell types in a defined spatial organization. The flexibility of this system, including the ability to manipulate cells prior to printing, will facilitate mechanistic studies of the microenvironmental influence on tumor phenotypes and allow for patient-specific models of tumor biology.

STAR★METHODS {#S11}
============

CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING {#S12}
----------------------------------------

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to, and will be fulfilled by, the Lead Contact, Dr. Rosalie Sears (<searsr@ohsu.edu>).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS {#S13}
--------------------------------------

### Cell Culture {#S14}

All primary cultures and cell lines were grown in standard tissue culture conditions at 37°C with 5% CO~2~. Sources, catalog numbers, and sex for all cells are listed in the [Key Resources Table](#S12){ref-type="sec"}. Sex of purchased primary cells is listed if known. Primary human mammary fibroblasts and primary human adult pulmonary fibroblasts were purchased from ScienCell (Carlsbad, CA) and cultured in fibroblast medium (ScienCell). Primary human pancreatic stellate cells (PSCs) and bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) were purchased from ScienCell and cultured in PaSC media or MSC media (ScienCell), respectively. Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) were purchased from BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA) and cultured in EGM-2 media with EBM-2 supplements (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) or from MilliporeSigma (Burlington, MA) and cultured in PeproGrow MacroV media (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, NJ). Human pulmonary microvascular endothelial cells were purchased from ScienCell and cultured in Endothelial Cell Media (ScienCell). Primary human subcutaneous preadipocytes (SPA) were purchased from Zen-Bio (Research Triangle Park, NC) and cultured in subcutaneous preadipocyte media (Zen-Bio). MCF-7 cells were purchased from MilliporeSigma (St. Louis, MO) or ATCC (Manassas, VA) and cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS with or without 1% penicillin/streptomycin. HPAFII, MDA-MB-231, SKBR3, and A549 cells were purchased from ATCC and cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS. HCC1143 were purchased from ATCC and cultured in RPMI supplemented with 10% FBS. Cell line identity was confirmed with STR profiling.

### Primary patient tissue {#S15}

Primary patient tissue was collected through the Oregon Pancreas Tissue Registry (OPTR) with informed written patient consent (IRB approved, IRB00003609). De-identified tissue was assigned a study number (OPTR \#) and utilized for relevant experiments (IRB00003330). For direct patient bioprinted tissues, resected pancreatic tumor tissue from OPTR4086 was disassociated in 1.25 mg/ml collagenase IV and 1mg/ml soy bean trypsin inhibitor for 45 minutes at 37°C, washed three times with PBS, and then resuspended at 1.5 ×10^8^ cells/mL for printing.

### Animal models {#S16}

All animal work was completed in accordance with IACUC approved procedures. Animals were housed with no more than 5 animals per cage and given free access to food and water. PDX tumors were generated similar to that described ([@R32]). For patient derived xenografts, a 2 mm^3^ piece of primary pancreatic tumor tissue from OPTR3099 was coated in Matrigel and implanted subcutaneously into the flank of healthy 6-week-old NOD.Cg-*Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ* (NSG) mice. Once the tumor reached 1.5 cm in diameter, tumors were harvested and serially passaged *in vivo*. Both male and female mice were used. Passage 5 PDX tissue from OPTR3099 was harvested, and some of the tissue was formalin fixed paraffin embedded for further analysis and the rest was disassociated for printing, as described below. To generate a low passage cell line of OPTR3099 (OPTR3099C), passage 3 PDX tissue was disassociated and plated in 2D culture in DMEM 10% FBS. Cells were passaged for at least nine passages to eliminate non-epithelial populations and bioprinted tissue was generated with these established cells as described below.

Xenografts of bioprinted tissues were performed similar to the PDX protocol described above. Briefly, bioprinted tissue was coated in Matrigel (BD Biosciences), and implanted subcutaneously into the flank of NSG mice. Tumors were calipered over time and harvested at 1.5 cm in diameter. Tumor tissue was formalin fixed and paraffin embedded for subsequent histological analysis.

For xenografts of MDA-MB-231 cells, 1 ×10^6^ cancer cells were resuspended in 50% DMEM + 50% Matrigel and were implanted orthotopically into the 4^th^ mammary fat pads of healthy, female 6--8 week old NSG mice. Mice were randomized into treatment arms and treated daily for 14 days by oral gavage with Vehicle (0.5% w/v carboxymethylcellulose, 1.8% w/v NaCl, 0.9% v/v benzyl alcohol, 0.4% v/v Tween 80) or with 40 mg/kg Sunitinib malate. Treatment began 14 days after xenograft and mice were euthanized 28 days after xenograft. Tumor pieces were fixed in formalin, embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and stained by Masson's Trichrome.

METHOD DETAILS {#S17}
--------------

### 3D Bioprinting {#S18}

3D bioprinted cancer tissues were fabricated using a Novogen MMX Bioprinter Instrument (Organovo Inc., San Diego, CA) using previously established protocols ([@R33]; [@R44]; [@R45]). The cells for each compartment (stromal or cancer) were combined and resuspended in hydrogel at 37°C to a final concentration of 1.5--2.0 ×10^8^ cells/mL. The hydrogel was a reversibly cross-linkable, alginate-containing hydrogel comprising 1% Pronova UP LVG Sodium Alginate (NovaMatrix, Sandvika, Norway) and 6% gelatin (MilliporeSigma) in PBS. To generate tissues, the cancer and stromal bioink mixes were loaded into Hamilton syringes fitted with 250 μm needles and bioprinted onto individual 0.4 μm or 3.0 μm Transwell clear polyester membrane inserts (Corning 3470 and 353181, respectively; Costar, Corning, NY) to generate structures as depicted in [Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Tissues were briefly treated with a buffered solution containing calcium chloride in order to crosslink the alginate-containing hydrogel and then were cultured at 37°C in media containing supplements used to support each of the cell types included. Crosslinked tissues were treated with Alginate Lyase (MilliporeSigma) 48 hours after printing, and subsequent culture at 37°C allowed complete removal of the hydrogel. Tissues were maintained in culture for up to 14 days, with media exchanges every day. In the standard print, the stromal compartment contained 75% fibroblasts or stellate cells and 25% HUVECs while the cancer compartment contained 75% cancer cells and 25% HUVECs. When adipocytes were included in the print, the stromal compartment contained a small proportion (10%--25%) preadipocytes which were differentiated in situ to adipocytes by exposure to standard adipocyte differentiation media, and when BMD-MSCs were included in the print, the stromal compartment contained 50% HMFs, 25% MSCs, and 25% HUVECs. For the pancreatic primary tumor or PDX prints, all cells obtained from the dissociated tumor were used as the cancer cell mix. Each bioprinted tissue contained approximately 2.5 ×10^5^ cancer cells surrounded by 1.7 ×10^6^ stromal cells. Any deviation in the printing methods is denoted in the individual figure legends.

### Histology {#S19}

For histological analysis, tissues were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA) and paraffinembedded. H&E staining and Trichrome staining were performed with standard methods. Following fixation, tissues were dehydrated and infiltrated with paraffin by automated processing on a TissueTek VIP tissue processing system (Sakura Finetek USA, Inc., Torrance, CA). Some tissues were processed before dehydration by pre-embedding in HistoGel (Thermo Fisher, Carlsbad, CA). Tissues were sectioned at 5 mm for histological or immunofluorescent staining. H&E staining was performed either using standard procedures with Hematoxylin (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and Eosin Y solution (MilliporeSigma) or were generated using a Leica Autostainer XL (Leica Biosystems, Buffalo Grove, IL) according to manufacturer's instructions. Masson's Trichrome staining was performed with either a connective tissue stain kit (Abcam, Cambridge, MA) or with Richard-Allan Scientific Masson Trichrome Kit (Thermo Fisher). For lipid staining, tissues were snap-frozen in OCT and processed for cryosectioning. Cryosections were stained with Oil Red O and counterstained with hematoxylin according to the manufacturer's instructions (MilliporeSigma). Images were acquired on an Aperio AT Scanscope with ImageScope software (Leica Biosystems) or on a Zeiss Axio Scan with Zeiss Zen software (Zeiss Microscopy, Thornwood, NY). Tiled images were digitally stitched by either ImageScope or Zen software to generate full scan images shown.

### Immunofluorescence {#S20}

Immunofluorescence was performed on FFPE sections of bioprinted tissues as previously described ([@R17]). Cells grown in 2D culture were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde, permeablized, blocked, and incubated with primary and secondary antibodies (Listed in [Key Resources Table](#S12){ref-type="sec"}). Images of cells in 2D culture were acquired on an IN Cell Analyzer (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA) and analyzed with CellProfiler. Images of bioprinted tissue or xenograft sections were acquired on a Zeiss Axioscan with Zen software (Zeiss Microscopy).

### CLARITY and light-sheet microscopy {#S21}

Immunostaining and 3D imaging of intact tissues was achieved by the CLARITY method of tissue clearing and light sheet microscopy ([@R11]). For CLARITY images, human lung adenocarcinoma A549 cells were bioprinted with human pulmonary fibroblasts and human pulmonary microvascular endothelial cells using the standard bioprinting procedure described in the [STAR Methods](#S11){ref-type="sec"}. Tissues were maintained in culture for 14 days, fixed for 6 days in the standard CLARITY hydrogel fixative ([@R11]), and then polymerized at 37°C for 3 hours under nitrogen gas. The fixed and polymerized tissues were then passively cleared for greater than 6 weeks at 37°C in 4% SDS, 200 mM Boric acid, pH 8.5. Prior to immunostaining, the clearing solution was removed by washing the tissues for 2 days in PBS with 0.1% Triton X-100 (PBST). Immunostaining was performed at room temperature with antibodies diluted in PBST. Samples were incubated in primary antibody for 2 days at room temperature, washed in PBST for one day, incubated in secondary antibody for 2 days, then washed again in PBST for one day. For imaging, the samples were equilibrated in 85% glycerol in PBST for refractive index matching, then imaged in a Zeiss Lightsheet Z.1 microscope equipped with a Clr Plan-Neofluar 20×/1.0 objective (Zeiss Microscopy) and Zen Sp1 software, black edition (Zeiss Microscopy). Final 3D renderings and movies were generated using Imaris software, version 10 (Bitplane, Concord, MA).

### Detection of secreted leptin {#S22}

To assess maturation of adipocytes, conditioned media from tissues was collected and analyzed for leptin by ELISA according to the manufacturer's instructions (Thermo Fisher). Samples were analyzed on a BMG Labtech POLARstar Omega plate reader and compared to a standard curve (Cary, NC). Graphed data represent the average of triplicate tissues from triplicate experiments plus or minus standard deviation, with statistics calculated by one-way ANOVA with Dunnett's post-test versus day 1 using GraphPad Prism software (La Jolla, CA).

### Treatment and therapeutic response studies {#S23}

Doxorubicin and paclitaxel were acquired from MilliporeSigma. Tissues were dosed daily for three days beginning at day 4 of culture. Treated tissues were lysed by bead-based homogenization (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany), and lysates assessed for ATP utilization by a Cell Titer Glo assay according to the manufacturer's instructions (Promega, Madison, WI). For comparison, a 2D co-culture comprising all 4 component cell types (NHMF, HUVEC, SPA, MCF7) mixed together at the ratio used for generating bioprinted tissues was treated for 72 hours and then similarly analyzed by the Cell Titer Glo assay (Promega). For both 3D and 2D experiments, data from triplicate samples from triplicate experiments were averaged and graphed as a nonlinear regression following transformation of compound concentrations to log values and normalization to vehicle control. All calculations were performed using GraphPad Prism software.

For assessment of cancer cell viability and proliferation within tissues, MCF-7, SKBR3, HCC1143, MDA-MB-231, and HPAFII cells were infected with lentivirus generated with the pLV416G vector ([@R12]) to express both firefly luciferase and mCherry. Stable pools were selected in G418 containing media and mCherry expressing cells sorted on an InFlux cell sorter (BD Biosciences). To measure cancer cell viability and growth in tissues containing cells that express firefly luciferase, D-Luciferin (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA) was added to the transwell on the indicated days at a final concentration of 150 μg/mL. Luminescence was assessed on the IVIS Lumina XRMS *In Vivo* Imaging System (Perkin Elmer) 20 minutes after D-Luciferin addition.

Treatment with BEZ235 (SelleckChem, Houston, TX), gemcitabine (LC Laboratories, Woburn, MA), or Sunitinib (LC Laboratories) was started on day 4 of culture and dosed daily until tissues were fixed for analysis on day 10. TGFβ (Peprotech) was used at final concentration of 5 ng/mL beginning 24 hours after printing and was also dosed daily through day 10.

### SHG imaging {#S24}

For SHG imaging, 10 μm sections were deparaffinized, and mounted with CC/Mount mounting media (MilliporeSigma) and then with Richard-Allen Scientific Mounting Medium (Thermo Fisher). SHG imaging was performed on a custom SHG/Two-Photon Fluorescence (SHG/TPF) microscope. A tunable Ti:Saphire (Griffin-C, KMLabs, Boulder, CO) femtosecond laser light source was tuned to 800 nm central wavelength with a bandwidth of 70 nm. The device is configured as a three-channel system to acquire two-photon epi- fluorescence (TPF), backward SHG (bSHG) and forward SHG (fSHG) signals. A narrow bandpass filter (Brightline Fluorescence Filter 390/40, Semrock, Inc. Rochester NY) was used to separate the bSHG signal from TPF signal and signals were acquired using two photon multiplier tubes (PMT) (H-7422, Hamamatsu Corporation, Japan). A 1.25 NA condenser lens collected the transmitted fSHG signal and was detected by a PMT (H5773, Hamamatsu Corporation). 2D scanning (x, y) was achieved using galvo mirrors (Nutfield Technology, Hudson, NH), and a piezo objective lens holder (MIPOS 500, Piezosystem, Jena, Germany) was used for axial scanning (z). The sample holder is mounted on a computer-controlled XY translational stage (Zaber technologies, Vancouver, BC) that enabled data acquisition from large tissue section (several millimeters in size) by acquiring a XY grid of images. The sample was coupled to a 20× objective lens (XLUMPLFLN 20XW, Olympus, Waltham, MA) using water. A grid of images was acquired covering the whole sample by translating the sample in a serpentine pattern using the XY translational stage. 3 images were acquired per grid element to generate a composite RGB image: Two-photon auto-fluorescence (green), bSHG (red) and fSHG (blue). The composite RGB image shown includes two-photon auto-fluorescence (green), backward SHG (bSHG, red) and forward SHG (fSHG, blue). The color of the collagen ranged from Red - \> Purple - \> Blue to represent the fraction of bSHG to fSHG signal from the collagen. The balance between the fSHG and bSHG signals is sensitive to the packing of collagen fibrils within the focus of the objective lens. The RGB composite image from grid elements was stitched using FIJI software to generate an image to display a complete 3D printed tissue section ([@R55]; [@R57]).

### Quantitative RT-PCR {#S25}

Day 7 MCF-7 breast cancer tissues bioprinted with or without BMD-MSCs in the stroma were used to assess RNA expression of Collagen genes. Briefly, RNA was isolated with the RNeasy kit with on-column DNase treatment. First strand synthesis was done according to the manufacturer's protocol with Multiscribe RT kit (Thermo Fisher) and qPCR was performed with Fast SYBR green on a StepOne machine. Primer sequences for *COL1A1*, *COL1A2*, *COL4A1*, and *TBP* are listed in the [Key Resources Table](#S12){ref-type="sec"} ([@R7]; [@R13]).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS {#S26}
---------------------------------------

For quantitation of Ki67 staining in the bioprinted tissues, we used a custom pipeline that first segmented nuclei and then estimated the cell boundaries by inflating the segmented nuclei by a 6 pixel ring to represent the cytoplasm ([Data S1](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The nuclei segmentation was performed using a succession of mathematical morphology operations as described ([@R59]). Briefly, a white top-hat was performed to detect the candidate nuclei and separated using a seeded watershed transformation from the ultimate eroded results. Next, marker segmentation using automatic thresholding techniques was performed to detect which nuclei/cells are positive for VIM, KRT8/18, and Ki67 ([@R24]; [@R34]; [@R47]). Cells with VIM or KRT8/18 staining in the cytoplasm were defined as fibroblast or cancer cells, respectively. Cells with Ki67 staining in the nuclei were defined as Ki67 positive.

Ki67 staining quantitation for 2D tissue culture and xenografts was done using CellProfiler ([Table S1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Briefly, nuclei were identified using Cell Profiler's automatic threshold strategy to distinguish from background in DAPI channel, and clumped nuclei were distinguished by shape. Ki67 positive nuclei were identified using the Otsu thresholding method for each previously identified nucleus.

For quantitation of cancer cell dispersal within the bioprinted tissues, we identified cancer and stromal cells based on marker expression (as described above) and used the cell location data (center of nucleus) from the cell segmentation output to characterize the spatial distribution of cancer cells ([Data S2](#SD5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). First, we constructed an adjacency map using Delaunay triangulation, and then calculated weighted closeness centrality scores (CCS) ([@R43]), as the inverse sum of distances between the i-th cancer cell and all reachable cancer cells. Higher scores indicate that cells are more central to the main pattern of distances among all of the cells, lower values indicate that cells are more dispersed.

Collagen deposition was quantified from Trichrome stain using ImageJ ([@R58]) modified from ([@R30]) ([Table S2](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Quantitation of CD31 staining in bioprinted tissues was performed using ImageJ by assessing the percent of CD31 positive area per high-powered field in each structure. Cell density was quantified as hematoxylin stained nuclei per high-powered field using ImageJ. Cancer cell migration in response to TGFb treatment was quantified using ImageJ as the percent area of mCherry positivity in the stromal region relative to total mCherry area in both the stromal and epithelial regions. The epithelial region was defined as the largest central region of VIM negative cells.

Statistical significance was determined using GraphPad Prism software with either a two-tailed Student's t test or a one-way or two-way ANOVA, as denoted in the figure legends. All graphs represent either the mean or a Tukey Boxplot ± SEM unless denoted in the figure legend. Significance, represented with asterisks, is defined as a *p*-value less than 0.05.
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![Three-Dimensional Bioprinting Can Generate Models of Tumor Tissues\
(A) A schematic of a three-dimensional (3D) bioprinted tissue.\
(B) A photograph of a cultured printed tissue depicting the size in millimeters.\
(C) Printed tissues cultured on transwells in standard tissue culture plates.\
(D) H&E image of a representative printed tumor tissue fixed one day after printing showing the central cancer pocket surrounded by a stromal cell mix.\
(E) H&E images of FFPE sections of printed tumor tissues, representative of at least 3 independent experiments. Tissues were printed with MCF-7 cells and HUVECs in the cancer compartment and HMFs and HUVECs in the stromal compartment. Printed tissues were cultured for 7 or 10 days. Scale bars represent 500 μm or 100 μm as marked.\
(F) Masson's trichrome staining of the same bioprinted tissues as in (E). Scale bars represent 500 mm or 100 mm as marked.\
(G) Immunofluorescence on sections from bioprinted tissues as above for KRT8/18 (green), vimentin (VIM, red), and CD31 (yellow). DAPI (blue) is a nuclear counterstain. Scale bars represent 500 μm or 100 μm as marked.\
(H) Left: 3D Digital reconstruction of immunofluorescence on CLARITY-processed bioprinted tissue stained for CD31 (green). Right: Digital surface coating showing detailed architecture of endothelial networks. Similar results were seen in two bioprinted tissues. Scale bars represent 100 μm (left) and 50 μm (right).\
Full scans were digitally stitched by the appropriate image software as described in [STAR Methods](#S11){ref-type="sec"}. See also [Figure S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](nihms-1518911-f0002){#F1}

![Bioprinted Tissues Can Model Distinct Tumor Cell Subtypes\
(A) Representative H&E images of tissues bioprinted with luminal (MCF-7), HER2^AMP^ (SKBR3), basal-like (HCC1143), or claudin-low (MDA-MB-231) breast cancer cell lines. All tissues were printed into a stromal mix of HMFs and HUVECs and fixed on day 10. Scale bars represent 500 μm. Representative of 3 independent experiments.\
(B) Trichrome staining of tissues as described in (A). Scale bars represent 500 μm.\
(C) Immunofluorescence on sections from bioprinted tissues, as described in (A), stained for KRT8/18 (green), VIM (red), and CD31 (yellow). Scale bars represent500 μm.\
(D) Luciferase quantitation of relative cancer cell number in bioprinted tissues, as described in (A), over time. Shown is the average ± SEM of at least 5 structures for each cell type representing two independent experiments. MDA-MB-231 endpoint luminescence is significantly different than the other 3 cell lines. \*\*\*p \< 0.001 from one-way ANOVA.\
(E) Quantitation of Ki67-positive cancer and stromal cells as assessed from immunofluorescence (IF) images. Shown is average ± SEM of at least 3 tissues at each time point, except for HCC1143 at day 7 (2 tissues). Representative images are shown in [Figure S2A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. \*\*\*p \< 0.001; \*\*p \< 0.01; and \*p \< 0.05 by two-way ANOVA.\
(F) Quantification of Ki67-positive cells in MCF-7, SKBR3, HCC1143, or MDA-MB-231 cells grown in standard 2D culture. Tukey boxplot of two individual experiments with 6 technical replicates per experiment.\
(G) Quantitation of the cancer cell closeness centrality score in at least 7 tissues for each cell line over two independent experiments. Shown is the average ± SEM. Representative images and masking is shown in [Figure S3A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. \*p \< 0.05 by a one-way ANOVA.\
(H) Quantitation of trichrome staining in bioprinted tissues from (A). Shown is average ± SEM of at least 6 tissues over two independent experiments. \*p \< 0.05 and \*\*p \< 0.01 by a two-tailed t test.\
Full scans were digitally stitched by the appropriate image software as described in [STAR Methods](#S11){ref-type="sec"}. See also [Figures S1, S2, and S3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](nihms-1518911-f0003){#F2}

![Distinct Microenvironments Can Be Modeled in Bioprinted Tissues\
(A) Representative H&E staining of day 10 MCF-7 breast cancer tissues without (top panel) or with (bottom panel) MSCs in the stromal compartment at a ratio of50% HMFs, 25% HUVECs, and 25% MSCs.\
(B) Representative IF images of day 10 MCF-7 breast cancer tissues as in panel A stained for KRT8/18 (green), VIM (red), and CD31 (yellow).\
(C) Average luciferase readings over time in MCF-7 tissues printed as in (A) ± SEM. \*p \< 0.05 and \*\*p \< 0.01 by a two-tailed t test.\
(D) Quantitation of the percentage of Ki67-positive cells in MCF-7 tissues printed as in (A). Shown is the average ± SEM of at least 8 tissues representing two independent experiments that were analyzed at each time point.\
(E) Representative Masson's trichrome staining of bioprinted tissues as in (A), fixed on day 4, 7, or 10. Scale bars represent 100 μm.\
(F) ImageJ quantitation of trichrome staining on tissues from (E). Shown is the average ± SEM of at least six bioprinted tissues per time point in each condition across two independent experiments. \*p \< 0.05 and \*\*p \< 0.01 by a two-tailed t test.\
(G) qRT-PCR for collagen genes in tissues printed as in (A) (n = 3 tissues), relative to the average "no MSC" value. \*p \< 0.05 by a two-tailed t test. ns denotes not significant.\
(H) Digitally stitched second harmonic generation (SHG) images of day 7 bioprinted tissues in a separate MCF-7 print with and without MSCs. Purple color represents signal of mature collagen. n = two tissues per condition.\
Full scans were digitally stitched by the appropriate image software as described in [STAR Methods](#S11){ref-type="sec"}. See also [Figure S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](nihms-1518911-f0004){#F3}

![Bioprinted Tissues Can Be Utilized to Assess Therapeutic Efficacy\
(A) Dose response curves for 3D bioprinted MCF-7 breast cancer tissues containing preadipocytes (bioprinted as in [Figure S4A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), compared to 2D co-cultures with the same ratio of cell types. Tissues or cells were treated with doxorubicin or paclitaxel and assessed by ATP utilization assay. Average of 9 replicates ± SEM shown.\
(B) Representative IF images of HCC1143 bioprinted tissues treated with DMSO or BEZ235. Cells were stained for VIM (red), KRT8/18 (green), and pS6 (shown in white in right panels). Scale bars represent 100 μm.\
(C) Quantitation of Ki67-positive cancer cells in HCC1143 bioprinted tissues from (B), treated with vehicle or BEZ235; shown is the average ± SEM of 4 structures per condition.\
(D) Quantitation of Ki67-positive HCC1143 cells grown in 2D culture and treated with vehicle or BEZ235 in the presence of the indicated percent of HMF-conditioned medium. Shown is the average of 3 independent experiments with 3 replicates each ± SD and \*\*\*p \< 0.001 by a two-way ANOVA.\
(E) IF on tissues bioprinted with MCF-7, SKBR3, HCC1143, or MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines for CD31 (yellow). DAPI (blue) is a nuclear counterstain. Bioprinted tissues were left untreated (top row) or treated beginning on day 4 with 1 μM Sunitinib (bottom row). Scale bars represent 100 μm.\
(F) Quantitation of CD31 staining on tissues printed and treated as in (D). Average ± SEM of 4--12 tissues per cell line were quantified across at least two independent experiments. \*p \< 0.05; and \*\*\*p \< 0.001 by a two-tailed t test.\
(G) Representative images (left) and quantitation (right) of trichrome staining in MDA-MB-231 bioprinted tissues treated with or without Sunitinib. Shown is average of 4 vehicle and 3 Sunitinib bioprinted tissues. \*\*p \< 0.01 by a two-tailed t test.\
(H) Representative images (left) and quantitation (right) of trichrome staining in MDA-MB-231 xenografts treated with or without Sunitinib. Shown is average of 7 vehicle and 8 Sunitinib tumors, 3--6 images per tumor. \*p \< 0.05 by a two-tailed t test.\
Full scans were digitally stitched by the appropriate image software as described in [STAR Methods](#S11){ref-type="sec"}. See also [Figure S5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](nihms-1518911-f0005){#F4}

![Three-Dimensional Bioprinting Can Model Additional Tumor Types, Including Pancreatic Cancer\
(A) Bioprinted tissue containing a patient-derived xenograft (PDX)-derived cell line from OPTR3099C surrounded by PSCs and HUVECs after 7 days in culture. Tissues were placed immediately into complete medium without crosslinking. IF for KRT8/18 (green), VIM (red), and CD31 (yellow) with DAPI (blue) nuclear counterstain. Scale bar represents 500 μm. White box denotes inset shown in [Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\
(B) Inset of [Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} showing the tumor-stromal border. Arrows indicate VIM-positive cells within the tumor core, and arrowheads show KRT8/18 cells in the stroma. Inset of white box shows interaction between cancer and endothelial cells. Scale bar represents 200 μm.\
(C) IF on a serial section to panel B for KRT8/18 (green) and Ki67 (red) with DAPI (blue) nuclear counterstain. Scale bar represents 200 μm.\
(D) IF for α-SMA in PSCs after 7 days in culture. Structures were printed as in (A), with the exception of 12.5% HUVECs. Scale bar represents 50 μm.\
(E) Digitally stitched SHG image on bioprinted pancreatic tumor tissue printed with PSCs and HUVECs in the stromal compartment and HPAFIIs and HUVECs in the cancer compartment. Imaging was done on tissues cultured for 10 days. Scale bar represents 100 μm.\
(F) Pancreatic tumor tissues printed as in (E) were treated for 6 days with either 10 or 50 μM gemcitabine. Bioprinted tissues were fixed on day 10 (6 days of treatment) and IF performed for KRT8/18 (green) and CD31 (yellow) with DAPI (blue) nuclear counterstain. White box indicates region of inset shown on right. Scale bars represent 500 μm or 100 μm as indicated.\
(G) Day 10 IVIS quantitation of total flux for bioprinted tissues grown as in (E). Shown is the average of 6 individual tissues across two individual experiments ± SEM.\
Full scans were digitally stitched by the appropriate image software as described in [STAR Methods](#S11){ref-type="sec"}. See also [Figure S6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](nihms-1518911-f0006){#F5}

![Cancer and Stromal Cells Respond to Microenvironmental Signals in Bioprinted Tumors\
(A) H&E staining of pancreatic tumor tissues printed with PSCs and HUVECs in the stromal compartment and HPAFIIs and HUVECs in the cancer compartment. Bioprinted tissues were treated daily with 5 ng/mL TGFβ starting 24 h after printing, and all tissues were fixed on day 10. Scale bar represents 500 μm and 100 μm.\
(B) Average cellular density of the stromal compartment was quantified in ImageJ from 3 203 images each from at least 3 bioprinted tissues in each condition. Error bars represent ± SD. \*\*p \< 0.01 by a two tailed t test.\
(C) Fluorescent images of bioprinted tissues as in (A) for mCherry (green), VIM (red), and CD31 (yellow). Scale bars represent 500 μm.\
(D) Quantification of the percent of mCherry-positive cancer within the stromal region in untreated and TGFβ treated tissues. Shown is the average ± SEM of 3 structures per condition. \*p \< 0.05 by a two-tailed t test.\
Full scans were digitally stitched by the appropriate image software as described in [STAR Methods](#S11){ref-type="sec"}.](nihms-1518911-f0007){#F6}

![Bioprinted Tissues Generated from Primary Patient Tumors Recapitulate *In Vivo* Morphology\
(A--C) IF for KRT8/18 (green) and VIM (red) with DAPI (blue) nuclear stain on bioprinted tissue with PSCs and HUVECs in the stromal compartment and disassociated primary patient tumor tissue from OPTR4086 in the cancer compartment (OPTR4086-Bioprint) (A), primary patient tissue from OPTR4086 (B), and PDX tumor tissue generated from OPTR4086 (C). Arrow indicates luminal space. Scale bars for panels (A)--(F) represent 50 μm.\
(D) IF for E-cadherin (E-cad) (green) and Ki67 (red) with DAPI (blue) nuclear stain.\
(E and F) IF for KRT8/18 (green) and VIM (red) (E) or KRT8/18 (green) and pS6 (red) (F) with DAPI (blue) nuclear stain in OPTR3099-PDX-Bioprint tissue (PSCs and HUVECs in the stromal compartment with disassociated PDX tumor tissue generated from OPTR3099 in the cancer compartment), primary patient tissue from OPTR3099, and PDX tumor tissue generated from OPTR3099 (OPTR3099-PDX).\
(G) IF for KRT8/18 (green), VIM (red), and Ki67 (blue) with DAPI (gray) nuclear stain from tissues printed as in (E). Quantification of the percentage of Ki67+/KRT8/18+ dual positive cells shown on right. Average of 3 independent structures shown for OPTR3099-PDX-Bioprint and 3 randomly selected 10× fields for OPTR3099 and OPTR3099-PDX tumor tissue.\
(H--J) Bioprinted tissue generated as in (E) and treated for 3 days with vehicle (H) or 50 μM (I) or 100 μM (J) of gemcitabine starting at day 4 in culture. IF for KRT8/18 (green) and VIM (red) with DAPI (blue) nuclear stain on bioprinted tissues at day 7 (3 days of treatment). Scale bars represent 500 μm. White box denotes insets of panels (H)--(J) shown below. n = 2--3 structures per condition. Scale bars represent 200 μm.\
Full scans were digitally stitched by the appropriate image software as described in [STAR Methods](#S11){ref-type="sec"}. See also [Figure S7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](nihms-1518911-f0008){#F7}
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###### Highlights

-   Bioprinted tumor tissue is a scaffold-free model of tumor-stromal interactions

-   Cells within bioprinted tissues mature, self-organize, and deposit matrix proteins

-   Heterogeneity in therapeutic response, migration, and signaling can be assessed

-   Primary patient tissue can be bioprinted into tissues for translational studies
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